Scalable attribute release for IdPs in federation and interfederation

Motivation for the proposed training module
The requirement analysis enlightened that a standard training on IdP deployment is not needed because already done by federations.

As known to service providers and research collaborations, a poor/insufficient attribute release could deny access to federated resources.

The aim of the proposed module is to agree with federation operators on a common approach to promote existing practices and procedures that can be used to help IdP operators to implement an effective attribute release in compliance with the data protection law.

Slides
The Federation Operator role - FederationOperatorRole-lm7.pptx
Towards a scalable and safe users attribute release - AARC IDP attribute release training- Lalla+Simona+Marco - FINAL15-TNC2016.pptx

Delivered trainings
2016-06-07, Rome, Attribute release training for IDEM Federation IdPs’ operators
2016-06-17, Prague, Workshop: AARC Training: Defining a training module for scalable attribute release in federation and interfederation

Material from the trainings: